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kluczowego	 komponentu	 kultury,	 analiza	 tego	 rodzaju	 skupisk	 życia	 miejskiego	
wydaje	 się	mieć	niemały	walor	 interpretacyjny	dla	 architektonicznych	 i	 antropo-
logicznych	teorii	„Miasta Ludycznego”.	główne	tezy	metodologicznych	koncepcji	
tego	rodzaju	analiz	zilustrowano	dwoma	przykładami	z	krakowa.
































































references	 to	Huizinga.	 in	a	 sense,	 the	 role	of	play	 in	urban	anthropology	pointed	out	by	
Huizinga’s	theory	of	Homo ludens	is	taken	up	by	Quentin	Stevens.	in	the	second	chapter	of	
his	book	–	“The	Ludic	City.	exploring	the	potential	of	public	spaces”	–	he	discusses	“the	
















in	 such	“canonical”	definitions	of	 the	city	as	 the	one	given	by	Weber	 [12]	or	Wirth	 [13].	
These	sociological	and	anthropological	definitions	corresponded	with	the	architectural	view	

















urbanistic	 idea	of	 the	spatial	order	can	be	explained	as	 the	postulate	 to	 regard	 the	city	as	






well	as	classical	 ideas	on	 the	spatial	order	–	are	strongly	challenged	by	 the	“actor	related	
approach”	to	urban	space,	the	idea	of	fluid	space	in	a	networked	society	[3]	as	well	as	new	
architectural	concepts	of	urban	spatial	structures.
3.  The nodes of urbanity and the metaphor of mapping
in	the	urbanistic	literature,	anthropological,	sociological	and	geographical	explanations	
of	urban	phenomena	are	strongly	related	to	the	research	on	the	cultural	nature	of	the	city	and	
cultural	 attributes	of	urbanity.	For	 these	 reasons,	 interactions	between	 the	 forms	of	urban	
play	and	the	spatial	forms	of	urbanity	deserve	more	attention.	in	particularly,	this	postulate	
refers	to	the	play-element	in	the	nodes	of	urbanity:	places	clustered	in	the	nodal	points	of	





















well	as	the	cartographic	dramaturgy	plotted	by	Houellbecq	in	his	“La carte et le territoiere”	
could	be	 inspiring	 for	 tracing	geometrical	 regularities	 between	 the anthropology of place 


























paintings	 illustrating	 the	baroque	public	spaces	of	Dresden.	 in	 the	play	between	 lights	ad	












activities	 initiated	as	a	combination	of	urban	marketing	 tools,	 instruments	of	cultural	and	
educational	policy	as	well	as	activities,	like	e.g.:	beer	festivals,	are	probably	thought	of	sim-












As	 in	 other	 historic	 places,	 the	 cultural	 identity	 of	The	 Small	Market	 Square	 is	 rich,	
diversified	and	multilayered.	Apart	 from	the	special	events	programmed	here	by	 the	 local	
government,	the	time	of	this	place2	has	to	be	read	out	by	still	other,	and	probably	even	more	
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